Abstract-Electromagnetic forming typically consists of a coil in front of a workpiece. The discharging of a large capacitor connected to the coil induces eddy currents in the workpiece. The discharging process is simulated by the finite network theory (FNM) for non-magnetic materials. A comparison with the commercial FE program ANSYS is made to verify FNM. Since FNM excludes air from calculation the evaluation results in a relatively small system of differential equations which allows a much faster calculation of the transient compared to ANSYS.
Introduction
In recent times efforts are made in workpiece forming using magnetic repulsion forces. The so-called electromagnetic forming (EMF) is usually composed of a coil connected to a large capacitor and a workpiece in front of the coil. The discharging of the capacitor-coil network induces large eddy currents in the workpiece resulting in a perpendicular repulsion force. The aim of the authors is the calculation of an example problem with non-magnetic materials using the finite network theory ( [1] [2] [3] [4] ). Roughly speaking, the finite network theory (FNM) uses inductive coupled resistor networks to create the system of differential equations of current loops whereas most of common FE programs use the magnetic vector potential and the electric scalar potential on finite element nodes as unknowns. FNM results in a relatively small system of differential equations compared to commercial FE programs such as ANSYS. In all calculations the authors used ANSYS as reference FE program to proof the calculations made by FNM. It can be shown that the calculation of the transient of the EMF process is much faster using FNM than the calculation in ANSYS:
1. FNM holds a lower number of degrees of freedom compared to ANSYS. 2. In the case of low-resistivity conductors (coil and workpiece) the transient process in FNM can be calculated by standard methods to solve the related system of differential equations. 3. Once the inverse of the impedance matrix is calculated in FNM only back substitution is necessary in every time step. Our example consists of an rectangular single-loop coil made of copper in front of an aluminum plate (see Fig. 1 ). The external network consists of an external inductance, an external resistor and a capacitor connected to the rectangular coil. The external network provides an additional single loop electric network to the problem called main loop.
Simulation of the Transient by the Use of FNM
FNM discretises the conductive volumes of the coil and the aluminum workpiece into rectangular resistor elements i and j with cross sections q i and q j and an the lengths l i and l j . The self and mutual inductances of resistor elements can be calculated by equation (1):
Since the network equations are formulated in terms of the mesh current method the self inductances M ξ,ξ and mutual inductances M ξ,η , ξ = η of (2) result from a summation of inductances L i,j of (1) over closed current loops C ξ and C η :
The inductances L i,j vanish for perpendicular resistor elements. Since our method uses loop inductances the orientations e i of resistor elements are treated in (2) for simplicity. The e i are parallel to the current flow of a single resistor and include the orientation of a resistor with respect to the loop orientation by sign. The summation i (C ξ ) of (2) indicates the summation of all elements i contained in the closed loop C ξ . The R ξ,ξ of matrix R in (3) are closed loop resistances. In the case ξ = η the value R ξ,η is the resistance of common branches of the loops C ξ and C η with respect to the orientation. R ξ,η = 0, ξ = η is fulfilled if two loops don't share common branches. FNM results in a 1st order system of differential equations with the matrices M and R:
The external circuit of Fig. 1 enforces the correction of its loop (number n) by the external impedance L ext and the serial resistor R ext . The 1st order system of differential equations is:
For the solution of (4) ANSYS offers the implicit Euler method [6] . To make our transient calculation comparable with ANSYS we choose an approximate implementation of the implicit Euler method:
During step ν → ν + 1 of the transient an estimation of the new solution vector y
ν+1 is calculated by the explicit Euler method [5] , see equation (6) and algorithm 1. By the use of y (0) ν+1 a second application of the explicit Euler method in (7) results in an approximation of the implicit Euler method.
Equations (6) and (7) are calculated by the Cholesky decomposition of M = B L · B T L of the inductance matrix M instead of the use of the system matrix A of the general form of a linear system of differential equations (6) . The algorithm of equation (6) 
Numerical Results
The discharging of the capacitor of the example problem was calculated by FNM and ANSYS. In both cases the same discretisation of the aluminum plate (20 × 20 × 3 elements) and of the coil (3 × 4 elements for height and width of cross section, 3 mm discretisation for length) was used. Fig. 2 shows the discretisation of FNM including the main loop containing the external circuit and a cutout of the finite element discretisation of ANSYS. In ANSYS we used SOLID97 and INFIN111 elements (see Tab. 1). Since FNM excludes air from calculation this method results in a system of differential equations with significantly smaller degrees of freedom of about 1/6 compared to ANSYS (see Tab. 2). Once the Cholesky decomposition of the inductance matrix is calculated, the application of the Euler method in FNM for the evaluation of the transient process is straight forward. Our ANSYS version provides for transient calculations of electromagnetic-circuit coupled fields only a direct standard solver [6] . In connection with the higher number of degrees of freedom the total computing time in ANSYS is about 80 times the computing time of FNM for an 83-point transient (see Tab. 3). A more appropriate solver of the transient calculation could improve the total computing time in ANSYS. Despite this fact efforts of the finite network method (FNM) still remain since FNM results in a system of differential equations with a much lower number of degrees of freedom. The discharging current of the capacitor is mainly determined by the external current. We calculated the transient with a time step of 1 µs. Care must be taken on the solution algorithm of linear system of differential equations. There may be deviations of about 10 percent in the peak values of the transient comparing the explicit and implicit Euler method. Fig. 3 depicts that our approximate implementation (6) , (7) is in very good agreement with the exact realisation in ANSYS. Furthermore, FNM results in a right evaluation of eddy currents. Fig. 4 shows the total eddy current density on the lower side of the aluminum workpiece facing the copper coil. Smaller deviations are expected: In ANSYS the faces of the single-loop coil are connected to the 
Conclusion
The transient calculation of electromagnetic forming can be done by the use of commercial finite element codes or by of the finite network method (FNM). Since the finite network method discretises conducting areas into inductively coupled resistor networks and excludes air from calculation our method results in a system of 1st order differential equations with a significantly smaller number of unknowns. That's why FNM is the preferred method to simulate inductance phenomena of conductors with relatively small volumes embedded in air.
We confirmed our hypothesis by a comparison of ANSYS and FNM. The efforts in computing time of FNM reinforces when a transient simulation is necessary since every time step of the transient requires the solution of an associated linear equation system. A comparison of the absolute value of the eddy currents was made using the same discretisation of the source of the magnetic field and the eddy current domain in both methods (ANSYS and FNM). The good agreement of the distribution of total eddy currents of FNM and the well-known finite element program ANSYS confirms the applicability of FNM to eddy current problems of non-magnetic materials.
